
Discover the Ultimate Yachtsman Pilot and
Cruising Guide to Ports and Harbours from
Portland Bill To!
If sailing is your passion, then exploring picturesque ports and harbours is an
adventure you cannot miss. The south coast of England offers a stunning
coastline with numerous destinations for yachting enthusiasts to discover. From
the iconic Portland Bill to charming harbours nestled along the way, this guide will
help you navigate and make the most of your cruising experience.

Portland Bill - A Landmark for Yachtsmen

Starting your journey from Portland Bill sets the tone for an incredible yachting
adventure. Located on the Isle of Portland in Dorset, this distinctive headland
marks the southernmost point of Chesil Beach and overlooks the English
Channel. The Bill, as it is affectionately known, holds immense historical
significance and offers breathtaking views of the coast.

As you set sail from Portland Bill, you'll witness its iconic lighthouse guiding
yachts and ships through the treacherous currents of this region. This landmark
has aided mariners for centuries and continues to serve as a vital navigational
tool.
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The Charm of Dorset Harbours

Continuing along the coast, you'll encounter a range of delightful harbours in
Dorset that are worth exploring. One such gem is Weymouth Harbour, an
emblematic port town that hosted the sailing events of the 2012 Olympic Games.
With its picturesque Georgian architecture and vibrant waterfront, Weymouth is a
popular destination for yachtsmen.

Further along, the historic town of Poole offers a rich maritime heritage and a
bustling quay that attracts sailors from around the world. Known for its diverse
collection of waterside pubs and restaurants, Poole Harbour is a perfect spot to
enjoy a meal while taking in the stunning views.

Devon's Coastal Treasures

As you continue west, Devon presents a splendid array of ports and harbours
waiting to be explored. Brixham Harbour, located on the southern side of Tor Bay,
is a vibrant fishing port with colorful boats lining its waters. Indulge in the finest
seafood caught by local fishermen or visit the Brixham Heritage Museum to learn
about the town's fishing history.

The picturesque Dartmouth Harbour, situated on the western bank of the River
Dart, is another jewel in Devon's coastal crown. This thriving estuary town is a
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popular destination for yachtsmen and offers a range of activities, including river
cruises, to make your visit truly memorable.

Cornwall's Enchanting Ports and Harbours

As you venture further west into Cornwall, you'll be captivated by its dramatic
landscapes and enchanting harbours. Fowey is a charming sailing town situated
on the western bank of the Fowey River. Known for its bustling waters and
eclectic mix of shops and galleries, Fowey offers a true taste of Cornwall's
maritime spirit.

Continue your journey to Charlestown, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, which will
transport you back in time with its traditional tall ships and historic port. This
iconic harbour has provided a backdrop for many film and TV productions and
offers a unique experience for yachtsmen.

Embrace the Adventure along the Way!

Your yachtsman pilot and cruising guide from Portland Bill to enchanting harbours
is filled with endless opportunities for adventure. While these destinations
mentioned above are just a glimpse into what awaits you, the journey itself is
equally exhilarating.

During your voyage, be prepared to encounter magnificent wildlife, stunning cliffs,
and pristine beaches. Explore hidden coves, hike along coastal paths, and
immerse yourself in the vibrant local culture that each port and harbour offers.

Sailing from Portland Bill allows you to experience the magic of the English coast
and discover the unique character of each port and harbour along the way. So,
hoist your sails, embrace the sea breeze, and set off on an unforgettable yachting
adventure!
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First published in 1988 as West Country Cruising, Mark Fishwick's definitive
sailing guide for the ever-attractive coastline of Dorset, Devon, Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly combines a skilful blend of pilotage and cruising information, with
historical insight and suggestions of where to eat and what to do ashore. For
those who plan to head west, this book is more than essential reading – it will
enhance your enjoyment and prove to be a worthy and much used addition to the
ship's library. Those already in the west will find themselves regularly thumbing its
pages. Share Mark Fishwick’s passion for this region which combines with his in-
depth knowledge from a lifetime cruising these waters to create a text which will
inspire and inform you. It is enhanced with colour charts and detailed
photography, including spectacular aerial shots of ports, harbours and
anchorages, many taken in 2020. This latest, ninth, edition is fully updated for
publication and further updates are provided every Spring on the Fernhurst
Books’ website. More than one satisfied reader has aptly described the book as
"the perfect on-board companion".
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The Ultimate Guide: Qualifying for the Boston
Marathon
Are you an aspiring runner looking to participate in one of the most
prestigious marathons in the world? The Boston Marathon is an iconic
race that attracts athletes from all...

The Impossible Journey Russian Saga: A Story
of Perseverance and Adventure
Embarking on a perilous adventure through the vast expanse of Russia
may seem like an impossible feat to many. However, for a group of brave
and determined individuals, this...

One Woman Journey Into The Shadow Of The
Taliban
The Taliban regime in Afghanistan was known for its extreme ideology
and oppressive rule, especially towards women. Under their regime,
women were...

Bowman Gray Stadium NASCAR Library
Collection: A Glorious Journey into Racing
History
When it comes to the world of NASCAR, one name that stands out is
Bowman Gray Stadium. Known as the "Madhouse," this historical racing
venue has witnessed countless...
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Unveiling the Untold Stories: The Eddie
Rickenbacker Era at Indianapolis Motor
Speedway
"Discover the thrilling anecdotes, victories, and challenges that shaped
the legacy of Eddie Rickenbacker at Indianapolis Motor Speedway!
Explore the untold tales of this...

The Necessary Skills To Be a Great Gaffer
In the world of filmmaking, the role of a gaffer is crucial. A gaffer is
responsible for managing the lighting setup on set, ensuring that the
director's vision...

Formosan Odyssey: Exploring Taiwan's Past
and Present
Taiwan, also known as Formosa, is a fascinating island country located in
East Asia. Renowned for its breathtaking natural landscapes, rich
cultural...

Honor Society Foundation Scholarships Guide -
The Key to Unlock Your Educational Dreams
Pursuing higher education can be a dream for many students, but the
rising cost of tuition and living expenses often present significant hurdles.
However,...
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